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Abstract

This paper presents a new approach to the issues of per-
formance monitoring and visualization of distributed appli-
cations using the J-OCM monitoring system. We are fo-
cusing on the building of a GUI measurement-oriented tool
with a flexible functionality, Java Measurement Tool (JMT)
on top of J-OCM which provides an OMIS-based monitor-
ing interface. The tool addresses the issues of user-defined
metrics and user-friendly visualization of distributed Java
applications. The paper introduces the functionality, de-
sign, and status of JMT.
Keywords: performance visualization, monitoring tools,
OMIS, J-OCM, OCM-G, G-PM

1 Introduction

Computer science cannot be today imagined without dis-
tributed computing. The computing power reserved once
only to supercomputers is available to developers through
connecting heterogenous, distributed machines. Through
the last years such a computing model became more avail-
able to potential users worldwide than ever before. How-
ever, software developers meet many problems. The key
issue is to increase the performance and reliability of dis-
tributed applications.

The design of distributed application is in many cases
a challenge to the developer ([1, 2, 3]). On the one hand,
there are the limitations and performance issues of distrib-
uted programming platforms. On the other hand, the de-
veloper must assure that the application manages and uses
distributed resources efficiently. Therefore, understanding
application’s behavior through performance analysis and vi-
sualization is crucial. Performance visualization tools are
intended to support exploration of vast amounts of moni-
toring data on the distributed application with drilling down
the available data and switching focus between performance
aspects.

One of the most important tasks for the tool under dis-
cussion is to enhance performance visualization capabili-
ties. Of course, there are numerous well developed tools
that are used for monitoring applications. These tools fre-
quently have quite a closed structure and it is rather hard
to add new functionality in the future. Moreover, it often
happens that a tool designer cannot foresee in what context
this application will be used. Therefore it is very important
to enable the user to add in a simple way own functionality,
e.g. new metrics.

We are conscious that one of the biggest problems we
can face while using performance tools (especially, these
working ”on-line”) is their complexity. Thus many users
give up what these systems offer and benefit from often less
complex but easier in to use tools. So one of the most im-
portant tasks for us is to simplify user’s interactions with
our system. Certainly, the simplification of the program use
shall not entail limiting its performance evaluation function-
ality.

In this paper we focus on a visualization tool which
provides an interface between raw data obtained from the
monitoring system and various user’s needs in performance
analysis, based on the functionality of a Java oriented, J-
OMIS compliant monitoring infrastructure – J-OCM [4].
We use the on-line performance visualization approach - it
helps understand how the application is working, how big is
resources usage, and how different kinds of measured data
are correlated with each other (e.g. synchronous communi-
cation overhead and total time of method execution). On-
line visualization allows also for proper reactions e.g. if ap-
plications are requesting more resources. Additionally, due
to using the J-OCM system it is possible to observe different
applications within a single tool run. So, for example, we
can track the behavior of a client and server and compare
them with the same time line.

In the paper we present the design of Java Measure-
ment Tool (JMT) intended to work with J-OCM monitor-
ing system, and demonstrate its features, like types of per-
formance visualization and user-defined metrics written in
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Java, which enables to define measurements and visual-
ization meaningful in the context of application specifics.
The intended goal is to support PMSL–based metrics [6],
and maximize the ease of: creating new metrics, aggregat-
ing metrics, user friendly visualization interface, and finally
providing a set of basic metrics to support PMSL-compliant
metrics.

This paper is organized as follows: after a discussion of
related work in Section 2, we shortly mention the idea of
OMIS-oriented monitoring [5] and its derivative for Java,
J-OMIS [7] (Section 3), then we come to the way metrics
are defined (Section 4), next we are presenting the idea of
performance visualization in the JMT tool (Section 5). In
Section 6 we are summing up the work done so far and show
plans for further research.

2 Related work

There are a large number of monitoring tools for Java
distributed programs. Available commercial tools like JPro-
filer [8], JMX architecture [9] allow user to monitor Java
applications and visualize aggregated data. However, these
tools are not well-fitted into real distributed systems. Such
tools usually are working as local agents and client appli-
cation communicating with each agent, request distribution
occurs in point-to-point manner. Usually, new nodes are not
visible in such tools (because of lacking distribution unit
managing attached nodes in their architecture).

Most of the tools mentioned above could be used only
for finding potential bottlenecks, and usually it is not possi-
ble to get low-level (fine-grained) data, like CPU time spent
in method, number of fields/methods in Java class, or even
time spent on RMI method invocation. Many tools are run-
ning in off-line mode, so online visualization if not possible.

There are tools that support configurable metrics, but use
them only to simplify the internal implementation. It is not
possible for the user to specify own metrics, not only be-
cause there is no user interface for it, but mainly because the
specifications are too low-level, i.e. too close to an imple-
mentation and thus too complex for a normal user. Another
approach is using a special metrics definition language but
targeted to off-line processing traces stored in files.

NetLogger Toolkit [10] developed at Lawrence Berkeley
National Lab is designed to monitor, under actual operat-
ing conditions, the behavior of all the elements of the ap-
plication in order to determine exactly where time is spent
within a complex system. Using NetLogger, distributed ap-
plication components are modified to produce timestamped
logs of ”interesting” events at all the critical points of the
distributed system. Events from each component are corre-
lated, which allows one to characterize the performance of
all aspects of the system and network in detail. This tool is
only limited to monitor time-related performance.

Paradyn [11] – the performance measurement tool with
dynamic instrumentation. This is an example of tool with
special language of metric definition. Paradyn can work
with parallel and distributed programs. What is interesting
about it is its approach to the instrumentation: Paradyn di-
rectly instruments the binary image of a running program so
modifying source code is not needed. Due to this it is possi-
ble to change metrics dynamically while the program is run-
ning – proper instructions will be added to binary image and
from this point only selected data will be collected. Para-
dyn enables user to add dynamically a new metric. Such
metrics are written in Metric Definition Language (MDL).
It is a simple but powerful language for fast metric creation.
Currently Paradyn supports visualizations in data-plots, bar
graphs, and tables. But it can be extended in a very easy way
– Paradyn’s team has created separate library –visilib. This
library provides an open interface to all Paradyn data, and
allows programmer build own visualizations. Byvisilib
and remote procedures call interface all ”messy” details of
data structures and communication with Paradyn are trans-
parent to user.

The Mercury Grid Monitoring System [12] is one of the
on-line tools for monitoring grid applications. It provides
monitoring data represented as metrics both via the pull and
push access semantics and also supports steering by con-
trols. The main architecture is based on Grid Monitoring
Architecture (GMA). All metrics are based on sensors and
producers models (Mercury also supports actuators). Inte-
gration of GRM and Mercury Monitor provides a possibil-
ity to monitor not only predefined event types (like process
start, exit, function or block enter and exit, etc.), but also
supports user defined events.

Using a different point of view, ASL and JavaPSL [13]
languages are high level languages originally introduced
for detecting performance bottlenecks in applications, be-
ing similar to user-defined metrics. JavaPSL, a generic per-
formance specification language for modeling experiment-
related data and performance properties of distributed and
parallel programs. Performance properties characterize a
specific negative performance behavior of a program and
are defined over experiment-related data. JavaPSL is not a
tool, but intended to be used as a standard performance in-
formation interface that can be used to model a large variety
of performance information, to build sophisticated perfor-
mance tools (e.g. to provide automatic bottleneck analysis),
and to enable portable access to performance information.
The Askalon Grid Application Development and Comput-
ing Environment [14] uses the Aksum tool (which is using
the JavaPSL language) for online performance analysis.

The tools created for monitoring grid systems are well-
suited in their distributed architecture. G-PM ( [15], [16]),
a tool designed for performance evaluation on top of the
OCM-G monitoring system is an example. This tool works
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almost exactly as the described JMT tool, being complaint
with OMIS 2.0, allows creating (in the PMSL language)
user-defined metrics (after custom application instrumenta-
tion) and provides a basic and extended measurement mech-
anism. The underlying OCM-G monitoring system pro-
vides services which monitor events in the application, or
perform actions like acquiring information on the applica-
tion or manipulating processes. The G-PM tool is using
these services like the JMT tool. Prompted by a user (cus-
tom metric), the system can perform asynchronous ”probes”
to read and write the state of the application object and re-
turn a measured data back into the tool. Finally, custom
metrics can be derived from any existing set of metrics by
aggregating or comparing their values (the same idea stands
behind ”standalone” user-defined metrics in JMT).

Our goal is to create a tool with at least the same set
of features as the G-PM tool (including support for a cus-
tom metrics, moreover custom metrics are also defined in
Java language, in a user-friendly form of ”scriptable Java”
feature available, e.g. in the BeanShell library [17]), an es-
pecially needed feature are event-triggered measures. User
metrics will be also defined and added using dedicated Per-
formance Measurement Specification Language (PMSL)
[6], developed within the CrossGrid project [18], for the
G-PM tool. PMSL supports a probe mechanism that can be
used to make performance measurements meaningful in the
context of the application and to retrieve the content of inter-
nal application variables. On the other hand PMSL supports
also the measurements done via standard OMIS–compliant
services, thus with a given set of basic (so called standard)
metrics it becomes a powerful measurement environment.
Based on PMSL, a well defined mechanism, the JMT tool
will be able to evaluate (and visualize) obtained monitor-
ing data on Java-based applications in a distributed environ-
ment, especially in HPC environment supported by J-OCM.

3 Tokens hierarchy

The tokendata type is used in OMIS-compliant systems
(therefore in J-OCM, too), to provide a platform indepen-
dent way of addressing objects being observed. Any object
that can be observed or manipulated is represented by a to-
ken. Tokens represent different kinds of objects, which are
in the hierarchy defined by its environment. The J-OCM
system defines the following kinds of objects (and corre-
sponding tokens):

• Nodes (n )

• Java Virtual Machines (jvm )

• Class Loaders (cl )

• Classes (c )

• Class Methods (cm )

• Class Fields (cf )

• Thread Groups (tg )

• Thread (t )

The above objects form a natural hierarchy; for exam-
ple, a Java class method is under its class, and its JVM,
and a thread is under its thread group and JVM. The hierar-
chy of J-OCM objects is not defined by ”is ”, but rather on
the ”contains ” relation. Using the W3C XML Schema
standard and XML notation, it is easy to describe rela-
tions between objects, and define how to obtain a list of
tokens from each group, attach to an object (identified by
its token) in order to monitor its behavior. Attach, de-
tach and listing (query) requests may contain a reference
to its parent (using@parent expression) or another token
(e.g. @grandparent ) in the hierarchy above. The men-
tioned requests must be unconditional OMIS requests (start-
ing with colon character ”: ”). A fragment of the hierarchy
definition is shown below:

<omisNode>
<omisElementType>jvm</omisElementType>
<query>:jvm_get_tokens([@parent])</query>
<attachService>:jvm_attach([@token])</attachService>
<detachService>:jvm_detach([@token])</detachService>
<hintText>Java Virtual Machine</hintText>
<omisNode>

<omisElementType>classLoader</omisElementType>
<query>:jvm_cl_get_tokens([@parent])</query>
<attachService>:jvm_cl_attach([@token])

</attachService>
<detachService>:jvm_cl_detach([@token])

</detachService>
<hintText>Class Loader</hintText>
<omisNode>

<omisElementType>class</omisElementType>
<query>:jvm_class_get_names([@grandparent],

". * "</query>
<attachService>:jvm_class_attach(@parent,

@token)</attachService>
<detachService>:jvm_class_detach(@parent,

@token)</detachService>
<hintText>Java Class</hintText>

</omisNode>
</omisNode>

</omisNode>

This kind of description makes the visualization tool
flexible and even when the underlying system (J-OCM)
adds any new kind of objects and defines new tokens, the
monitoring tool is able to use new types without any de-
velopment effort, just a configuration change is required. It
could be even possible to use the JMT tool not only with J-
OCM, but also with any OMIS–compliant system (e.g. the
OCM-G system), especially when user defined metrics are
involved.

The monitoring tool uses the objects and token definition
to show to the user a tree-like structure of tokens, and the
user can select a J-OCM element to monitor (but prior to
start monitoring the object and its visualization one must
attach to it).
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Figure 1. Tokens hierarchy (the left picture is
a window, where objects to be monitored can
be selected)

4 Metrics

Metric is a way to describe what and how is going to be
measured on a monitored system. A metric provides data
used for visualization in a standardized way, standardized
is also the metric creation method. The first (and only so
far) implementation model of gathering data is the PULL
model (as opposed to the PUSH model), in which at regu-
lar time intervals a measuring request from the metric into
the monitoring system is sent, then a response is parsed and
returned back into the visualization tool for visualization.
There is currently no support for action-triggered metrics
(PUSH model). Unlike in the G-PM performance monitor-
ing tool, metrics do not need special instrumentation of the
monitored application, because metrics are using J-OCM
built-in services (e.g. service returning current CPU uti-
lization time for process, or thread total memory allocation
size). Metrics are associated with their tokens used in com-
munication between the tool and monitoring system (tokens
were discussed above).

User-defined metrics are located and loaded at runtime,
using the dynamic class loading feature available in Java
environment. It is pretty simple: classes defining metrics
must be present in CLASSPATH.

User-defined ”simple” metrics are declared rather than
implemented - the metric designer has only to extend a base
metric Java class, fill some fields and that is all. A ”simple”
metric declares a request string to be sent to J-OCM to get
new data and string names visible in GUI.

User-defined ”standalone” metrics can send as many
measuring requests as needed, and combine many responses
into a single value returned to the tool. To create this kind
of metric, one must have basic Java programming language
knowledge, but to a very limited extent (like class extend-
ing, and method overriding). From the implementation
point of view, simple and standalone metrics have inheri-

AbstractStandaloneMetric

+ getMetricValue ():Number

AbstractSimpleMetric

+ getMetricRequestStringForToken ():String

AbstractMetric

+ provideTokens (omisElement :OmisElement ):ArrayList<String>

#defaultProvideTokens (omisElement :OmisElement ):ArrayList<String>

#makeGetTokensRequest (elementToken :String ):String

+ initMetric ():void

+ finalizeMetric ():void

+ getSelectedTokens ():ArrayList<String>

+ addSelectedToken (metricToken :String ):void

+ getMetricName ():String

Metric’s class diagram

Figure 2. Class diagram with metrics hierar-
chy

tance diagrams shown inFig. 2.

Using the BeanShell library functionality, the user can
define these two types of metrics in a scriptable form, just
from within our tool, without a need to compile anything.
This results in a flexible and extensible facility for the user,
even without skills in Java programming, to define metrics
(since it involves the implementation of a single method).

The second component to create user-defined metrics is
based on PMSL [21] which has been specified in the Cross-
Grid project. In addition to predefined measurement data,
like those related to library function calls, PMSL also ex-
ploitsprobesthat can be used to monitor control flow during
application execution and to retrieve the content of internal
application variables. These features are especially useful
for the application developer. Using them the developer can
design monitoring scenarios useful for the detection of ori-
gins of possible performance bottlenecks. Finally, the mea-
surement of both predefined and PMSL-based can be nar-
rowed to any subset of computing sites, nodes, processes or
application functions (using a token hierarchy). The mea-
surement of the PMSL metrics can be further narrowed to
intervals in the application execution that are specified by
enclosing probes.
We used the original PMSL parser from the G-PM tool, and
after a minor adaptation to J-OCM services and the nam-
ing scheme a native library was created and linked with our
JMT tool. Currently, PMSL metrics are narrowed to the
use of a subset of basic metrics, since J-OCM implemen-
tation does not support probes, but work is in progress and
we anticipate the needed functionality hopefully soon. Fig-
ure 3 shows the whole JMT tool architecture coupled with
PMSL.
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Figure 3. PMSL within the JMT tool architec-
ture

5 Approach to performance visualization

The visualization of data delivered, e.g. from J-OCM, in
a ”user friendly” form is one of the most important function-
alities provided by monitoring tools. Because of the great
amount of gathered information, the proper presentation of
monitoring results becomes quite a difficult task. It is very
common that software developers’ plans of the visualization
don’t meet users’ expectations. This is the reason why we
should concentrate on producing pluggable systems which
make it possible to dynamically add new kinds of visualiza-
tions.

In the created tool we aimed to separate the layer con-
nected with maintenance and processing data (from the
monitoring system, e.g. J-OCM) from the presentation
layer. It was one of the most important purposes while de-
veloping the system – we have significantly simplified the
source code of the program and its further evolution.

As far as we are concerned with the main profit from
such an architecture, it is the possibility to observe more
than one metric on a common chart. It is possible to watch
completely different types of metrics on the same display.
A typical example is the observation of processor and mem-
ory usage depending on time. The former metric provides
data connected with processor usage and the latter provides
memory usage in the system. Another example of this kind
of visualization is the chart presenting the length of job
queue depending on the average time of processing. An in-
teresting issue (connected with the possibilities of J-OCM)
can be the monitoring of the execution time of RMI invoca-
tions – we will be able to see time on both sides of invoca-
tion – client time and server time.

Below is a summary of the charts’ properties:

• when dynamically adding new numbers to the chart (or

Figure 4. Multicurve chart with different axis
range (load average and the number of
threads)

updating), the axis is automatically scaled (it is also
possible to work with the fixed value range)

• one can scale (zoom-in, zoom-out) chart whenever
needed – even once a visualization was started

• it is possible to dynamically create the ordinal axis sep-
arately for different metrics on the same chart (com-
monly used when differenttypesof metrics are applied
(seeFig. 4, Fig. 5)

• all the time (before a visualization starts or afterwards)
it is possible to add a new metric to the chart – if more
than a single visualization is started one can choose
which one to connect to (inFig. 4 you can see a sit-
uation when the metrics were added in the following
sequence (Load averageandTotal number of threads).
Obviously, it possible to remove a selected metric even
after visualization had been started. With a single chart
one can see the visualization of up to eight different
metrics

• visualization functionality allows to dynamically
change chart types even when monitoring is on.

At the current stage of our implementation work two
types of displays are available:

• multicurve chart – it is the most frequently used dis-
play – we use it when monitoring continuously chang-
ing data (e.g., processor usage)

• histogram chart – helpful in the cases when we need to
understand the distribution of measured values . In our
program one can dynamically manipulate the number
of intervals – it is implemented by the slider (Fig. 5).
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Figure 5. Histogram chart (RMI calls duration)

According to the guidelines there must be a possibility
to define new types of visualization. It is an easy task – all
one needs is to implement the following interface:

public interface AbstractChart {
public JPanel getChartPanel();
public void addSeries(String metricName);
public void refreshSeries(Vector<Number> values);
public void removeSeries(String metricName);

}

ThegetChartPanel() method is used to provide an
application with a complete panel containing a visualization
logic. Because of using theJPanel container it is easy to
create a new form filled with, e.g., control buttons (apart
from visualization itself). TheBuilder design pattern is
responsible for proper display of a created panel. Because
the chart is created in ”real time” – there should be a pos-
sibility of the continuous delivering of the data to the chart
– it is realized by implementing therefreshSeries()
method. This method takes a vector as a parameter, because
we allow for the possibility that more than one series will
be displayed on the chart.

6 Summary and future plans

Performance monitoring and visualization are common
problems related to distributed environments. When design-
ing a tool for distributed Java applications we followed the
ideas underlying the OCM-G monitoring system and the G-
PM performance measurement tool, which were developed
for interactive grid applications.

The idea of JMT is based on the G-PM tool – is supports
user metrics definition and a possibility to provide relevant
visualization types for metrics. In JMT we use J–OCM as
the monitoring layer – so it is possible to monitor ’non-grid’
applications.

We intended to develop a flexible and user friendly sys-
tem. We also provide a possibility for the tool to further
evolve in an easy way. Adding new metrics is as simple as
implementing one class in Java language or in BeanShell
script, it is also possible to create new metric definitions in
the PMSL language. Nor building new types of visualiza-
tion creates difficulties.

Nowadays, the JMT architecture is well defined; we are
concentrating on creating new types of displays and on a
better integration of the PMSL language into the JMT tool.
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